Document Mgmt & ALM Solution Implementation for O&G Major

**Business Challenges**

- Manual Processes,
- Data Redundancy, Scattered Information,
- Limited Reusability & Flexibility,
- No Traceability for Requirements,
- Disconnected Systems,
- Leading to higher cost and timelines
- *Each Project creation/documentation costs $2Mn-$3Mn and takes between 6 - 18 months*  

**Requirement Definition Consulting**

- Documentation Requirement Study
- Assessment for PLM platforms & recommendations (Tools) submitted for PLM/ALM(Requirement Management)
- ALM - Requirement Management Solution short listing
- Solution Roadmap

**Solution Highlights**

- Requirement definition /Consulting for Intelligent Document Management
- ALM System used as Requirement Management tool.
- Data Migration of the tagged GPs in Word Document format to ALM system
- Customization of ALM Solution Template to suit the customer needs (In progress)

**Business Value Delivered**

- Single Source of Truth for Global Practices documents
- Intelligent Document Management & reusability
- Traceability with Industrial Standard Document
- Faster time to access relevant documents
- Reduced time to make changes in the document
- Content Improvement & Versioning
- Flexibility to create Requirements / Projects
- Cost savings